
BOTTLE TUTORIAL
BLOODWINE

Greetings fellow warriors and aliens, Unkle Kahn here, I'm going to show you how you can easily create your own 

bloodwine bottle replica for your home bar or prop collection.  Some of you may recognize the name and remember 

my initial instructions on another website some time ago.  That information has become outdated, so I have taken 

time to re-write my tutorial for you all to share with each other.  I have spent these past few years gathering 

information and images to help my fellow warriors out (no matter what club affiliation) and I feel that I have compiled 

the most comprehensive instructions on creating your own bloodwine bottle.  With that said, let’s get to it. 

Getting Started:

First off, you need to secure you the proper bottle.  The bottle we want to 

replicate has been seen in several episodes of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine 

(see figure 1) and can be found at many chain stores (Wal-Mart, Target. K-

Mart), grocery stores, and any fine liquor stores throughout the US and 

Canada.  What you want to look for is a 33.6oz. bottle of Jose Cuervo 

Margarita Mix (regular or strawberry doesn't matter).  Right now I need to 

pause and make a very important statement here.  Be ready to start searching 

high and low for this bottle.  A few years ago I noticed something different 

about the Jose Cuervo bottles; they are now making them in plastic instead of 

glass.  I have heard from fellow fans who have found some old stock at liquor 

and grocery stores, but as far as we can tell, the new bottles are going to be plastic.  I have also heard that they are 

still making and selling the 33.6oz. bottle in glass form down Mexico way.  The same sources that have been lucky to 

find the glass bottles have also mentioned that Jose Cuervo has been distributing bottles that are similar in design, 

but do not have the ribs that circle the top of the bottle (which helps give it that distinct “hammered” look once it's 

painted).  Don't worry though; currently there are a fair amount of plastic bottles that are in the same style of the 

discontinued glass bottle that can be found too.  Okay, with that said, let's continue and pretend you already have 

your bottle ready to go.

Prep work:

First, you need an empty bottle of Jose Cuervo margarita mix.  Thankfully, in 

my household this isn't something hard to come by.  Next, you'll need to throw 

it and its cap in a bath of hot water and liquid soap (see figure 2).  Any dish 

soap will do. It would be advisable to have a baby bottle brush available, you 

can easily get those at Dollar Tree or any 99 cent/dollar store on the cheap!  

This will help get any leftover gunk out of the bottle when we clean it.  

Cleaning:

After it's been there a few hours (I think mine soaked from 9 in the morning to 2 in the afternoon), carefully peel off 

the labels.  If the label didn’t come off well, refill the sink with fresh hot water and let it soak for more time.  If you are 

getting supplies from a dollar store (like Dollar Tree), you can get a citrus based removed and solvent (Goo-Gone). 

You can soak the label with this solvent as it should also loosen the paper’s adhesive from the bottle.  You may also 

want to pick up a plastic scraper from the home improvement section so you can scrape the bottle, but one of those 

plastic promotional “credit cards” you get in the mail will work.  Personally, I found the water method easier for this 

project..

(fig. 1): Klingon Bloodwine Bottles

(fig. 2): Bottle & cap soak.



(Cleaning continued)

Now that you have the label off, you need to take a dish scrubber (you know the green 

scrubbing pad) and scrub off the adhesive residue (see figure 3) under warm/hot 

running water.  It should come off really easy.   After it's thoroughly clean (inside and 

out), set it upside down in a dish rack to drain and dry.  If you have a dishwasher, I 

recommend that you run it through a cycle as well to make sure you get the inside and 

outside nice and steam cleaned.  BTW keep the cap; we are going to do decorate it 

later.  Remember not to handle the bottle too much, getting your oils on the bottle 

could interfere with glue or paint adhesion later on in this project.

Outside Texture:

Now while the bottle is drying, it's time to work on the outside texture.  I vectored an 

outline of the design seen on the sides and front and back of the bottle (attached at the 

bottom of this tutorial).  After some research, I couldn't find the correct material that 

was used for the outside texture that was applied to the bottle.  This was due to finding  

three different sources telling me three different things.  So I have compiled them all here and I will let you decide 

which is better to use for your project.

1. The cardboard box method.

One source that I read mentioned that they used cardboard, split in two.  My first run of bottles used this method, but 

I found this to be a big challenge, very time consuming, and the end result wasn't exactly what I wanted.  I do feel 

that this process might be the cheapest, but not as professional looking as the later methods.  I do feel that the 

cardboard box method is good for making a case of plastic bottles, bottles in 

high up spots for decoration on bar shelves, or for guests to have to take home 

after parties.  I think it took about two hours working on cleaning the adhesive 

and excess cardboard from the flutes (the ribs inside the cardboard) to get the 

desired look (see figure 4).  After you get the pieces cut out and cleaned up, 

it's time to place them on.  Seeing that I was using cardboard, and needed 

them to bend, I opted to use Elmer's Glue.  It was a great choice and they 

adhered in their spot in no time.  You may have to work it (slide around in the 

same spot) on the glass a bit but you'll feel it starting to get snug soon (see 

figure 5).  I want to note that the pattern supplied has a mirrored image of the 

other side (parts are marked). It’s up to you if you want use the same two parts 

for the front and side or use the mirror image of it. It depends on your 

preference. Figure 5 is the commonly seen sides. 

After you get the texture (the cardboard) applied to the bottle, place the lid 

back on and screw it on snugly.  Make note of where the cap stops, you'll need 

to tape that off really well.  Unscrew the cap and tape off the section the cap 

covers.  There is a reason for this and it will be mentioned in the paint section.  

Also, cut off the plastic ring around the neck that the cap was attached to and 

discard of it.  Removing this not only makes the cap screw back on properly, 

but if you decide to place liquid inside it (or hold it to your mouth for photos), it 

will be cleaner than if it was painted in place.  One warrior intentionally left his 

on so that after he painted the bottle, he removed the ring so he could see the 

contents inside the bottle when he was filling it.  You can do this if you feel like 

it.  BTW, remember to keep the cap; we are going to do decorate it later.

(fig. 3): Adhesive Residue

(fig. 4): Cardboard prep work.

(fig. 5): Cardboard application



2. The rubber mat version

While not being satisfied with the cardboard box method, I went searching for a 

better alternative.  I studied images from the various episodes and close ups 

from the It's a Wrap! auctions (see figure 6) and noticed that the paint on the 

texture was flaked and showed black underneath. I thought that perhaps the 

material was plastic or rubber of some sort. It then dawned on me that the prop 

dept would use what they could get on the cheap and that they might have 

used this material for the texture since they probably had it lying around the 

place.  I filed that in the back of my mind and the next time I was out, I would 

look for some similar material.  Thankfully, that day came a few weeks later.  

While walking through a mega home improvement store, I stumbled across a 

large roll of rubber floor matting (see figure 7) that had similar grooves.  After 

getting a few feet of this material to dabble with and some DAP contact cement 

I went right to work.

WARNING: DAP contact cement is very toxic and should be applied to the 

bottles in a well-ventilated area such as the garage or outdoor area. Proper 

safety precautions should be taken when using this stuff.  If not, you will suffer 

brain damage and may want to join the Federation as a result.

After I got the pieces cut out I started to apply them to a clean bottle.  I was 

starting to like what I saw, but was still unsure if I was on the right track.  It 

wasn't until after I painted them I realized I was running into an issue.  Perhaps 

it was the day I painted the bottles, or that I didn't primer them well, but the 

paint never really dried on the mat.  I even made sure that the paint would work 

on rubber or plastic.  Rubber (vinyl) has a hard time holding spray paint, the 

only thing I have been able to find to combat that is putting talc powder on the 

areas after the majority of the bottle has cured.  It gives it a great vintage look, 

but not "the look" I'm looking for in screen accuracy.  Besides, the mat I found 

had it’s spacing too far apart. Disappointed, I kept searching until I found what I 

feel is probably the best alternative to making a professional looking prop.

3. The styrene method.

The final source was from a fellow Klingon who had read about a method of taking styrene, cutting the outside shape 

and then cut an identical shape on a sheet of thicker styrene. He took the thicker styrene design and cut into vertical 

strips to place on base shape to give it the textured look desired.  To me, that sounded like it would yield a clean 

design, but it also sounded like a bit of work to do, not to mention lining up the pieces so they looked like we had seen 

on the screen.  I put my project on hold until I could find either a better solution, or time to try this one out. Then, one 

day I got the break I was looking for.  I had received a panel from a client who 

wanted me to help her identify the material so that she could replicate her own 

bottles for party prizes.  She had bought a replicated bloodwine bottle from an 

amateur prop maker and one of the pieces had come off due to bad glue.  After 

I opened the envelope, I knew right away what it was and it dawned on me that 

I had not thought about it before.  This material can be found online or at your 

local hobby shop (not the two major chain ones Michael's and Hobby Lobby).   

It was a cut from a sheet of styrene that is made to resemble "metal siding" for 

HO scaled railroad modeling. 

(fig. 7): Rubber/Vinyl mat

(fig. 6): It’s a Wrap! auction bottle

(fig. 8): HO Scale paneling



After taking a measurement with my digital calipers, 

I narrowed down the size I needed to order.  The 

sheets come 6" wide by 12" tall and put out by a 

company called Evergreen (see figure 9).  The size 

you need is .125”; this is the measurement 

between the flutes (channels, grooves, whatever 

you want to call them).  After applying them to the 

bottle, I feel that this was the best solution for my 

project.

Topping it off:

While you look around at images of the bloodwine bottles, you'll notice that many of them have corks in the ends, but 

there are no threads around the opening.  This is because the threads have been covered by either a piece of styrene 

or a moldable plastic.  If you want to recreate this to have a more authentic look, please feel free to do so.  But be 

careful transporting the bottle while filled with liquid as the cork may not fit well.  Be sure to buy food grade corks, not 

the ones you can get at craft stores.  Those are only good for display bottles and not bottles intended for liquid.  So I 

mentioned that you need to keep the plastic screw-on cap.  I had noticed on eBay that the replicator who was selling 

bloodwine bottles had been placing a ball style stopper on his bottles.  While I preferred to make a more canon style 

bottle for my collection, I had an idea I wanted to try out.  Since I was working on bottles to give away, I wanted it to be 

a little special.  I opted to make a similar stopper for my bottles to look like it was from a private stock from my House.

I took the plastic cap and drilled a small hole into the center of it just big enough 

to place a decorative drawer pull knob on it.  The wooden sphere pull knob can 

be picked up at any hardware store.  While there, pick up a few double-ought flat 

washers (1/2" Brand: O.D. part#88569 over in the plumbing section).  I then 

placed one on the screw and threaded it through the cap into the knob and 

snugged it up.  This was to keep any liquid from leaking out while being 

transported or handled.  When painting, you can stuff the inside of the cap with 

cotton or something that will keep them from getting paint on their insides.  I 

recommend spraying them separate.  But painting them assembled would be 

fine too, just make sure you don't get any paint on the inside.  I had a bottle that 

was made with the same size opening and used it to place my modified cap on 

for painting so that it would runaway from the paint.

To put the final touch on the wooden knob stopper, I took measurements and 

printed my House name in the proper symbols (use the KLIPIqaDmey font). 

Thankfully my House name is only four letters.  I then did a graphite rub transfer. 

This is the method of rubbing graphite on the back of the image then tracing over it on the medium (in this case the 

knob).  Then you trace the rubbing with an ink pen or marker.  After I had my letters transferred, I took out my Dremel 

tool and hand routed the letters (see figure 10).  I didn't care too much for accuracy because of the size, after it was 

painted I wanted it to have a stamped-metal look. I also painted the inside of the letters with a diluted black to help give 

it depth.

Painting:

My research has turned up that the paint that was used was possibly the automotive paint called “German Silver” but I 

had heard “Silver Plasti-Kote GM7371” to be more precise.  You can also use any other silver automotive paint, but 

that can be tricky on application if you don't have it in a spray can or a spray rig.  If you use automotive paint, it was 

strongly recommended that you don't use the bottle as a container for liquid because of toxicity. It makes me wonder if 

they used it on the props or not and if they cared for the warning.

(fig. 9): HO Scale siding choices

(fig. 10): Finished topper
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Since I couldn't get that paint, I opted to look for an alternative.  After some trial and error on throw away bottles, I 

ended up using Rust-o-leum metallic silver paint.  I got the " " look for my bottles.  I found that Universal hammer metal

this paint stuck to the glass a lot better and had that “Klingon” look I was wanting.  I also made sure that I had a good 

taped seal around the marked area (where the cap will sit) and painted away.  The reason for marking and taping off 

that area is for you to put your lips on.  Let's face it; some people know how to drink from a bottle and some just, well, 

fish-lip it.  After reading about the automotive paint, I figured this would be a very safe feature to have.  Plus once the 

cap is screwed on, you can't see the unpainted screw ribs. 

Do not unscrew the bottle from the knob as it will be a futile attempt and may cause damage to the stopper. I 

recommend removing the cap all together when passing it around to people. This will prevent loss or damage.

Finished

There you go, if you have followed the instructions, your bottle should look close to the ones in this picture (see figure 

11).  Note, that the cardboard method was used on this photo.  I truly believe the cleanest and easiest method of 

making your bottle would be the styrene method.  I hope that this information has helped you in creating a great and 

recognizable accessory for your character’s arsenal or a functional bottle for 

your home bar.  I can not claim that any three of these methods were the one 

used in the TV shows, but they all make a believable prop.  If I could get in touch 

with someone who owns a prop or get a chance to examine it myself, I could 

report back to you on which method is the true way.  Remember that the prop 

dept was on a shoe-string budget and that they used a lot of items on hand or 

within a few blocks from the studio.  Now the next step is finding the best 

bloodwine recipe that will suit your taste pallet.  I have seen many excellent 

recipes online and while I can’t tell you which one you will like and give you that 

“klingon” feel, I can tell you what they used on the set.  It has been reported that 

Michael Dorn claimed it was fruit punch with red food coloring added for the 

darker look. 

Thanks

I would like to thank you for taking the time to read over this tutorial and I hope 

your project turns out successfully.  I think the hardest part will be finding the glass bottles (at least here in the USA), 

but I’m sure you’ll find some somewhere.  I spent some time researching the bloodwine bottle in the hopes that I could 

provide my  fellow warriors the best way to assemble a recognizable item 

that no Klingon should be without.  I also hope that this tutorial will inspire 

my fellow warriors in researching ways to create other inexpensive props for 

their collections and in turn inspire them to share this information with fellow 

warriors.  If you would like to contact me with questions or comments, I can 

be reached at the contact info below.  So with that, I hope that you have fun 

building your inventory of bloodwine bottles and that when you take a swig, 

take one for your ol’ Unkle Kahn.

Fortune favors the bold.

Colonel Kahn epetai-Klag

unklekahn@gmail.com

(fig. 11): Finished bottles.
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NOTE: Flutes of materials should run up and down on patterns

oNOTE: Side patterns need to be rotated 90  clockwise in order to match flutes. 
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